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• Use massive rate of forward mesons to search for light long-
lived weakly interacting particles


• Exploit huge rate in collimated beam

▪ Inelastic pp cross-section: ~100 mb, N ~ 1016 at Run3

▪ Very forward production: θ ~ Λqcd / E ~ mRad

▪ Decay length: ~100 m for m ~ 10-100 MeV, ϵ ~ 10-5


• Put small detector on line-of-sight collision axis,  
probe unexplored territory!

FASER Physics Concept

2

Light LLPs  
come out here!

Letter of Intent: CERN-LHCC-2018-030

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2642351
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• FASER is 480m away from IP1 on the collision axis

▪ 100m of rock shielding before detector 


• Designed for a variety of long-lived, weakly interacting particles

▪ New physics: Dark Photons, Axion-like particles, …

▪ Neutrinos: νe, νμ, ντ

▪ Also observe SM muons


• Demonstrates small and cheap experiment

▪ Proposed in 2017, installed and taking data in 2021!

▪ Currently 96 members, 26 institutions, 10 countries

FASER Location
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Tech Proposal: CERN-LHCC-2018-036
Physics Prospects: PRD99 095011 (2019)

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2651328
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.99.095011
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• Detector design constrained by cost, space, and time

• Scintillators w/ PMT readout for veto, trigger, and preshower (particle ID)

• 96 ATLAS SCT modules + 0.6T dipole magnets, r = 10 cm aperture

• 4 LHCb calorimeter modules 

• 1.1 Ton Tungsten-emulsion target for additional neutrino sensitivity 

FASER Detector
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Detector Paper: arXiv: 2207.11427
Installed in TI12 tunnel

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.11427.pdf
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• 4 years from idea to realization

• Installed and commissioned in time for Run3 startup

• Have recorded Run3 data with 97% efficiency

FASER Luminosity
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• ~250 Hz of muons from IP1 through r=10 cm dipole aperture  
(total trigger rate ~1 kHz)


• Rate highly correlated with luminosity (i.e. collisions)

• Important for tracker alignment/performance,  calorimeter 

stability, veto station efficiency measurements, overall 
monitoring

Muons

8
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FASER BSM Results
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• U(1) gauge boson, could provide portal to dark sector

▪ Produced mainly by light mesons (π0,η) via kinetic mixing


• Observed as A → e+e- pair appearing from ‘nothing’  
with ~TeV of energy

▪ Must decay in 1.5m decay volume - defines acceptance

Dark Photons

10

Light hadrons.—We use the Monte Carlo event generator
EPOS-LHC [42], as implemented in the CRMC simu-
lation package [43], to simulate the kinematic distribu-
tions of light mesons, such as pions and kaons. In
particular, we obtain a production cross section in each
hemisphere for neutral pions π0 and η mesons of 1.6 ×
1012 and 1.7 × 1011 pb, respectively. These particles are
highly concentrated in the very forward, as noted
previously in the discussion surrounding Eq. (3). This
is illustrated in Fig. 5 (left), where we show the
production rate of neutral pions in the ðθ; pÞ plane,
where θ and p are the meson’s angle with respect to the
beam axis and momentum, respectively. As noted in
Sec. I, approximately 0.6% (10%) of the pions are
producedwithin 0.2mrad (2mrad) of the beam collision
axis, the angular acceptance for FASER (FASER 2). If
one focuses on high-energy pions, the fraction that is in
the very forward direction is even larger.

Heavy hadrons.—We use the simulation tool Fixed Order
plus Next-to-Leading Logarithms (FONLL) [44,45] to
calculate the differential cross section for charm and
beauty hadrons. In particular, we take into account
nonperturbative fragmentation functions to obtain the
hadronic spectra: BCFY [46] for charmed hadrons and
Kartvelishvili et al. [47,48] with fragmentation param-
eter α ¼ 24.2 for beauty hadrons. We use the CTEQ6.6
[49] parton distribution functions (PDFs) with mb ¼
4.75 GeV and mc ¼ 1.5 GeV, and obtain production
cross sections in each hemisphere of D mesons and B
mesons of 7.4 × 109 and 4.7 × 108 pb, respectively.
The spectrum forBmesons is illustrated in Fig. 5 (right).

In LHC Run 3 with an expected integrated luminosity
of 150 fb−1, we expect about 2.3 × 1017 neutral pions,
2.5×1016 η-mesons, 1.1×1015D-mesons, and 7.1×1013

B-mesons to be produced in each hemisphere. More details
about LLP production in specific hadron decay channels
can be found in Refs. [7,26,28].

B. Dark Bremsstrahlung

Production of LLPs heavier than thresholds for the
decays of the lightest mesons can be dominated by dark

bremsstrahlung in coherent pp scatterings, pp → ppþ
LLP (see the center left panel of Fig. 4). This is typically
modeled using the Fermi-Weizsacker-Williams approxima-
tion [50]; see, e.g., Ref. [51] for a recent discussion. In
particular, for the case of dark vector bosons V, dark
bremsstrahlung typically becomes the dominant production
mode for masses mV > mπ . On the other hand, for other
LLP models considered below, bremsstrahlung plays a
subdominant role with respect to, e.g., the decays of heavy
mesons.

C. LLP production in hard scatterings

At the parton level, the production of LLPs can also go
through a variety of hard scattering processes, as illustrated
in the center right panel of Fig. 4. However, in the far-
forward region where FASER is, this production mode
suffers from large uncertainties in the determination of
PDFs at low-momentum transfer Q2 and low parton
momentum fraction x. As a result, we do not take into
account hard scattering processes when presenting the
FASER reach for various LLP models. This difficulty
can be overcome for mLLP ≳ 2 GeV, where, e.g., the
Drell-Yan process can become the dominant production
mechanism, as discussed in [34].

D. Beam dump production from
SM particles hitting the TAN

Interestingly, particles produced at the IP that then hit the
TAN can effectively produce fixed-target beam dump
experiments that can produce LLPs. In particular, this
has been illustrated in Ref. [32] for the case of ALPs
coupling to two photons. Such ALPs can be dominantly
produced in the Primakoff process, γN → aN, through the
exchange of a virtual photon (see the right panel of Fig. 4),
when high-energy photons produced at the IP travel
∼140 m and hit the TAN. Given the ∼1016 forward-going
photons that will hit the TAN during LHC Run 3, a large
number of boosted forward-going ALPs could be pro-
duced. LLPs produced at the TAN travel only 340 m to
FASER, which can also boost event rates. Similarly, dark
gauge bosons V can be produced in photon collisions with

FIG. 4. Representative Feynman diagrams for the LLP production processes outlined in this section: dark photon production from
pion decay (left), dark photon production via dark bremsstrahlung (center left), dark photon production in hard scattering (center right),
and ALP production via the Primakoff process from photons scattering in the TAN (right).

FASER’S PHYSICS REACH FOR LONG-LIVED PARTICLES PHYS. REV. D 99, 095011 (2019)

095011-7
Physics Letters B 848 (2024) 138378
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Fig. 1. A sketch presenting a side view of the FASER detector, showing the different detector systems as well as the signature of a dark photon (𝐴′) decaying to 
an electron-positron pair inside the decay volume. The white blobs depict where measurements are taken for the 𝐴′ signal and the solid red lines represent the 
reconstructed tracks produced by the 𝑒+𝑒− pair.

tric charge 𝑞𝑓 . The dark photon may also couple to additional particles 
in the dark sector, such as the dark matter particle 𝜒 .

In this analysis, it is assumed that 𝑚𝐴′ < 2𝑚𝜒 and that the dark 
photon decays visibly to SM particles. Thermal freeze-out is then de-
termined by the processes 𝜒𝜒 ↔ 𝐴′ ↔ 𝑓𝑓 . For light masses 𝑚𝐴′ ∼
MeV − GeV and loop-induced or otherwise suppressed couplings 𝜖 ∼
10−6 − 10−3, the dark matter particle’s thermal relic density is in 
the right range to be a significant fraction of cosmological dark mat-
ter [11–13]. These values of 𝑚𝐴′ and 𝜖 are therefore cosmologically 
favoured and provide a well-defined thermal relic target in the dark 
photon parameter space for experimental searches.

At the LHC, with these thermal relic target parameters and in the 
parameter space where FASER has discovery potential, the dominant 
source of dark photons is SM meson decay and dark bremsstrahlung:

• Neutral pion decay 𝜋0 → 𝐴′𝛾 : This mode is accessible for 𝑚𝐴′ <
𝑚𝜋0 ≃ 135 MeV. The branching fraction is 𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝐴′𝛾) = 2𝜖2(1 −
𝑚2
𝐴′ ∕𝑚2

𝜋0
)3𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝛾𝛾) where 𝐵(𝜋0 → 𝛾𝛾) ≃ 0.99 [14].

• Eta meson decay 𝜂 → 𝐴′𝛾 : This mode is open for 𝑚𝐴′ < 𝑚𝜂 ≃
548 MeV. The branching fraction is 𝐵(𝜂 → 𝐴′𝛾) = 2𝜖2(1 − 𝑚2

𝐴′ ∕
𝑚2
𝜂)3𝐵(𝜂→ 𝛾𝛾) where 𝐵(𝜂→ 𝛾𝛾) ≃ 0.39 [14].

• Dark bremsstrahlung 𝑝𝑝 → 𝑝𝑝𝐴′: In this process, a dark photon is 
emitted via initial or final state radiation from colliding protons in 
a coherent way. This mode is open for dark photon masses up to (2 GeV) [5].

These processes produce a high-intensity beam of dark photons in the 
far-forward direction along the beamline. Neutral pion decay is typi-
cally the leading signal contribution, but 𝜂 decay can be comparable 
for 𝑚𝐴′ ∼ 100 MeV, and dark bremsstrahlung can be comparable near 
the boundary of FASER’s sensitivity [5]. Other production mechanisms 
include the decays of heavier mesons (such as 𝜂′ or 𝜔) and direct Drell-
Yan production 𝑞𝑞→𝐴′, but these are subdominant and are neglected.

Once produced, dark photons then may travel a macroscopic dis-
tance, leading to a striking signal of high-energy particles far from the 
𝑝𝑝 interaction point. FASER’s dark photon sensitivity is largely deter-
mined by its location. For 𝐸𝐴′ ≫𝑚𝐴′ ≫𝑚𝑒, the decay length for a dark 
photon with lifetime 𝜏 travelling at speed 𝛽 = 𝑣∕𝑐 is [5]

𝐿 = 𝑐𝛽𝜏𝛾 ≈ (80 m)
[
10−5
𝜖

]2 [𝐸𝐴′

TeV
][

100 MeV
𝑚𝐴′

]2
. (2)

For dark photons with TeV energies, FASER can be expected to be sen-
sitive to parameter space with 𝜖 ∼ 10−5 and 𝑚𝐴′ ∼ 100 MeV. For dark 
photon masses in the range 2𝑚𝑒 <𝑚𝐴′ < 2𝑚𝜇 ≃ 211 MeV, dark photons 
decay to electrons with 𝐵(𝐴′ → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 100%.

In the 𝐵 −𝐿 model, the properties of the 𝐵 −𝐿 gauge boson 𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿are determined by the Lagrangian terms [9]

 ⊃ 1
2 𝑚2

𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿

𝐴′ 2
𝐵−𝐿 − 𝑔𝐵−𝐿

∑
𝑓

𝑄𝑓
𝐵−𝐿𝐴

′ 𝜇
𝐵−𝐿 𝑓𝛾𝜇𝑓 , (3)

where 𝑄𝑓
𝐵−𝐿 is the 𝐵 −𝐿 charge of fermion 𝑓 . The parameter space of 

this model is defined by the 𝐵 − 𝐿 gauge boson’s mass 𝑚𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿

and the 
𝐵 −𝐿 gauge coupling 𝑔𝐵−𝐿.

The 𝐴′
𝐵−𝐿 gauge boson is produced in a similar manner to the dark 

photon, with light meson decays and dark bremsstrahlung the dominant 
production mechanisms; the production rates are proportional to 𝑔2𝐵−𝐿, 
compared to 𝜖2 as in the dark photon model. The boson can decay to all 
kinematically accessible states that possess 𝐵 −𝐿 charge. In this analy-
sis, the region of phase space which FASER is sensitive to is confined to 
the mass range 2𝑚𝑒 < 𝑚𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿
< 2𝑚𝜇 ≃ 211 MeV, where the possible de-

cays are to electrons, SM neutrinos, and possibly sterile neutrinos. It is 
assumed that sterile neutrinos have masses greater than half the 𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿gauge boson mass, and so decays to sterile neutrinos are kinematically 
inaccessible. The visible signal from decays to electrons therefore has a 
branching fraction of 𝐵(𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿 → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 40%. If decays to sterile neu-
trinos are allowed, the visible branching fraction could be as low as 
𝐵(𝐴′

𝐵−𝐿 → 𝑒+𝑒−) ≈ 25%, slightly reducing the search sensitivity, but 
not to a significant extent.

3. The FASER detector

The FASER detector, located approximately 480 m away from IP1 
in the TI12 tunnel that connects the LHC with the Super Proton Syn-
chotron (SPS), is aligned with the IP1 LOS. However, due to the crossing 
angle in IP1, the LOS is offset vertically by 6.5 cm with respect to the 
centre of the detector, which is properly accounted for in the simula-
tion. The detector is described in detail in Ref. [10]; a brief description 
is given here. The FASER𝜈 tungsten/emulsion detector is dedicated to 
neutrino measurements, and it is not used in this analysis, but the eight 
interaction lengths of tungsten suppress potential backgrounds. Fig. 1
presents a sketch of the detector. In this analysis, the detector com-
ponents of interest are the 1.5 m long detector decay volume and the 
tracking spectrometer, both of which are immersed in a 0.57 T dipole 
magnetic field, as well as the scintillator system and the electromag-
netic calorimeter. The active transverse area of the detector is defined 
by the circular magnet aperture with a radius of 10 cm.

The scintillator system is composed of four stations, each consist-
ing of multiple scintillator counters. At the front of the detector is the 
VetoNu station, composed of two scintillator counters. Further down-
stream is the Veto station, constructed from three scintillator counters 
in front of the decay volume. Both the VetoNu and Veto stations have 
scintillators with a transverse size (30 × 35 cm2 and 30 × 30 cm2 re-
spectively) significantly larger than the active region of the detector, 
which allows for the rejection of muons entering the detector at an an-
gle with respect to the LOS. The next scintillator station is the Timing 
station with two scintillator counters that separately cover the top and 
bottom half of the detector (with a small overlap) installed in front 
of the tracking spectrometer, used for triggering and timing measure-
ments. Finally, the Pre-shower station is in front of the calorimeter and 
constructed from two scintillator counters with both a graphite absorber 
and a tungsten radiator in front of each counter.
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• Selection

▪ 2 opposite-sign tracks 

within fiducial r < 95 mm

▪ > 500 GeV in calorimeter

▪ Nothing in all 5 veto counters

▪ Something in downstream 

scintillators

▪ In time with LHC collision


• Backgrounds Considered

▪ Veto inefficiency

▪ Neutrino interactions

▪ Neutral hadrons

▪ Large-angle muons

▪ Non-collision / cosmics


All backgrounds found  
to be very small

Dark Photon Selection

11
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• Observed no events in 27 fb-1 from 2022,  
(2.3 ± 2.3) x 10-3 background expected → place limits

▪ Dark photon and B-L gauge boson models


• Same dataset as shown last year,  
updated and published: PLB 848 (2024) 138378

Dark Photon Results
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Dark Photon B-L Gauge Boson

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physletb.2023.138378
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• Observed no events in 27 fb-1 from 2022,  
(2.3 ± 2.3) x 10-3 background expected → place limits

▪ Dark photon and B-L gauge boson models


• New NA62 result!  arXiv:2312.12055

Dark Photon Results
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Dark Photon B-L Gauge Boson

https://arxiv.org/abs/2312.12055
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• Currently sensitive to axion-like particles (ALPs) 
coupling to SU(2)L gauge bosons

▪ Mainly produced in B meson  

decays in our sensitivity range


• Observed as a → γγ appearing from ‘nothing’  
with ~TeV of EM energy (can’t separate photons)

▪ Can decay anywhere in FASER spectrometer volume

Axion-like Particles - NEW!
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Physics Beyond Colliders (PBC) [14] benchmark model BC9, only considering photon couplings.93

L ⇢ �1

2
m2

aa
2 � 1

4
gaWWaW a,µ⌫W̃ a

µ⌫ (1)

In this model, ALPs can be produced in decays of strange hadrons produced at the interaction94

point. Light particles created in strange meson decays are highly collimated, leading to a small95

spread and good acceptance within the FASER detector volume [8].96

The dominating process across the mass range of ALPs where FASER has sensitivity to is the97

flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) decay of B mesons via strange hadrons [15]. Figure 298

shows an example of a quark-level Feynman diagram of this process.99

FIG. 2. Example of a quark level Feynman diagram of the ALP-W production in B-meson FCNC decays.

For the model concerned, ALPs produced from B mesons decays originating at the interaction100

point reach the FASER volume if the B mesons have momenta between the orders of 10 and 104
101

GeV [8]. An overview of the production rates for ALPs above 1 TeV in energy and within the102

✓ < 0.2 mrad acceptance of FASER is shown in Figure 3. The dominant processes at almost equal103

rates, include the decay of B0 and B � through various possible strange hadrons, denoted as XS .104

Decays of Bs contribute significantly less in production rate due to their higher mass. In low mass105

ranges where it is kinematically allowed, kaons can decay into a pion and an ALP with production106

rates below 107 pb. The dominant decay mode for the ALP-W model is a decay into two photons,107

with a percent-level contribution from o↵-shell photons that is considered negligible within this108

study.109

FIG. 3. Dominant production modes in ALPs coupling to SU(2)L

The simulation of forward B-mesons is following the latest prescription developed in [16], using110

POWHEG [17–19] with the NNPDF3.1sx+LHCb PDF set [20, 21] to model charm production at111

5

NLO+NLLx accuracy, matched with Pythia 8.3 [22] to model the parton shower. The uncertainty112

bands on the B meson production rates are flux uncertainties based on variations of the renor-113

malization and factorization scales. The kaon decay rate prediction is based on EPOS-LHC, with114

SIBYLL 2.3d, QGSJET 2.04, and Pythia (forward) used as alternative Monte Carlo generators to115

estimate the corresponding flux uncertainty.116

IV. EVENT SELECTION117

The typical signature from a signal event in the detector is shown in Figure 4 and is described118

as follows:119

• no signal is observed in the veto scintillators, since ALPs are electrically neutral;120

• ALPs decay to two photons in the models of interest, which also leaves no electrical signal121

in the rest of the detector like in the timing scintillators;122

• a charge deposit in the pre-shower is expected from photons as ALP decay products;123

• a large energy deposit in the calorimeter left by the photon pairs.124

To avoid any bias on the analysis, a blinding methodology was implemented. Event selection,125

background estimation, and the consideration of systematic uncertainties were all concluded prior126

to investigating the signal region. The blinding was specifically applied to events having a limited127

deposited charge in any of the veto scintillators, with calorimeter energy surpassing 100 GeV.128

FIG. 4. Sketch of an ALP event traversing through the FASER detector. As ALPs are electrically neutral,
we expect no signature in any of the veto stations, followed by signal in the preshower and large deposit in
the calorimeter. The dotted lines show that the ALP is leaving no signal in the detector and the white blobs
in the Preshower layers and the calorimeter depicts energy deposits.

Following the above, the event selection requires a limited charge deposit in any of the five veto129

scintillators and the timing scintillators. All the charge distributions are studied in terms of how130

much energy a minimum ionising particle (MIP) will deposit in each subdetector. A charge deposit131

is required in the preshower layers, with the second layer being greater than the charge deposit132

equivalent of 10 MIPs and the preshower (PS) ratio (defined as the ratio of the number of MIP133

equivalent charge in the second preshower layer compared to the first preshower layer) being greater134

than 4.5. Lastly, a large calorimeter energy deposit is required coming from the two-photon ALP135

signature. Figure II shows the detailed baseline selections established for this analysis.136

A summary of the selections applied on data and MC are summarised in Table I.137

Cutflows showing the fraction of events that pass the above selection are shown in Table II.138
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• Significant backgrounds from 
neutrinos interacting near the 
calorimeter

▪ Require > 1.5 TeV in calorimeter

▪ Use control regions to validate 

neutrino modeling

ALPs Selection

15

Neutrino control regions

“Magnet” Region, Ecalo > 100 GeV

Blinded
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• Observed 1 event in 58 fb-1 after unblinding

• Expecting 0.4 ± 0.4 from CC ν interactions

ALPs Results

16

Unblinded Signal region

Documentation here next week: 

https://faser.web.cern.ch/physics/publications

100 - 300 MeV

First preliminary result on Axion-like Particles 

https://faser.web.cern.ch/physics/publications
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FASER Neutrino Results
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• Copious production 
of neutrinos in 
forward region


• All species 
produced at ~TeV 
energy range


• Allows first direct 
observation of ν 
from collider

Neutrinos

18

R3: 250 fb-1 νμ νe ντ
Primary 
Source

Pions Kaons/
Charm

Charm

Traversing 
FASER ~1012 ~1011 ~109

Interacting in 
FASERnu 8,500 1,700 30

Rate Paper: arXiv: 2402.13318

Spectrum of interacting ν

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.13318
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• Measure cross-section in uncovered TeV energy range

▪ Highest man-made source, currently unconstrained


• Production rate measures forward hadron production

▪ Novel input for PDFs, charm (νe) poorly constrained

Neutrinos are Interesting

19
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FIG. 3. Neutrino CC Interactions in FASER⌫. The energy spectrum of electron neutrinos (left) and muon
neutrinos (right) expected to have CC interactions in FASER⌫ in LHC Run 3 with an integrated luminosity
of 250 fb�1. The component of neutrinos originating from light (charm) hadron decays is shown in red (blue).
The solid contours are the central values, and the shaded regions show the corresponding uncertainties (see
text).

IV. NEUTRINO INTERACTION CROSS SECTIONS

The number of neutrino events depends not only on the neutrino flux, but also the neutrino
interaction cross section. Given the typically large neutrino energy E⌫ > 100 GeV, most neutrino
interactions at FASER can be described as DIS. It is worth noting, however, that, especially at
lower energies E⌫ < 100 GeV, there can be a substantial non-DIS contribution. Following the
notation of Ref. [51], the CC neutrino-nucleon interaction cross section can be written as

d�⌫N
dx dy

=
G2

FmNE⌫

⇡(1 +m2
W /Q2)2

⇥
xy2F1 + (1� y)F2 + xy(1� y/2)F3] , (1)

where x is the fraction of the nucleon’s momentum carried by the quark in the initial state, y is the
fraction of the neutrino momentum transferred to the hadronic system, mN and mW are the masses
of the nucleon and W boson, respectively, Q2 = 2E⌫mNxy is the transferred four-momentum, and
Fi(x,Q2) are the structure functions of the proton. Di↵erent models for the structure functions
have been proposed in the literature, some of which allow one to extend this formalism into the
non-DIS regime.

The Bodek-Yang model [18–20] is widely recognized as a phenomenological framework for de-
scribing inelastic neutrino-nucleon scattering cross sections in the multi-GeV energy range. It is
implemented in GENIE [37], a commonly-used neutrino interaction MC generator, which has been
extensively benchmarked in neutrino experiments in the 0.1–100 GeV energy range and simulates
both DIS and non-DIS contributions to the cross section. The Bodek-Yang model builds upon
structure functions using e↵ective leading-order GRV98 PDFs [53]. To account for mass, higher-
order QCD, and nuclear e↵ects, various phenomenological corrections are employed. In addition,
modifications have been incorporated to extend its applicability to the non-perturbative, low-Q2

regime.
For FASER predictions, however, the Bodek-Yang model has certain limitations: (i) it relies

on obsolete PDFs that neglect recent constraints on proton and nuclear structure obtained in the
last 25 years; (ii) it only includes PDFs for up, down, and strange quarks; (iii) it omits available

Spectrum of interacting ν Measured σν

Considerable interest for Neutrino telescopes, cosmic ray 
observatories, QCD, and measuring neutrino properties 

Rate Paper: arXiv: 2402.13318

νe νμ

ν from charmν from π/K

https://arxiv.org/abs/2402.13318
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• Emulsion detector - FASERnu

▪ Sensitive to all 3 species, no charge information

▪ 1.1 Ton Tungsten target w/ 730 emulsion planes

▪ Exquisite ~300 nm hit resolution


• Electronic detector - FASER

▪ Sensitive to muon neutrinos, can separate νμ from νμ

Detecting Neutrinos

20
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• Small background from neutral hadrons 
and large-angle muons 

CC Neutrino Observation

21

n01: Analogous events for which more than 40 pC in the
PMT was observed in the second layer, but not in the
first layer.
n2: Events for which both layers observe more than 40 pC
of charge.

Table I lists the observed event yields and their relation to
the expected number of neutrino and background events
and the FASERν veto scintillator inefficiencies.
We analyze the observed number of events using a

binned extended maximum likelihood fit, implemented
using the iminuit package [45]. We introduce nuisance
parameters to constrain the estimated background events to
their expectations using Gaussian priors. The likelihood is
numerically maximized, and we use a discovery test
statistic [46] to determine the significance of the observed
signal over the background-only hypothesis. We find

nν ¼ 153þ12
−13ðstatÞ þ2

−2ðbkgÞ ¼ 153þ12
−13ðtotÞ

with a significance of 16 standard deviations over
the background-only hypothesis and based on the asymp-
totic distribution of the test statistic. The excess is com-
patible with the expected number of neutrino events
nexpν ¼ 151% 41, but note that its error does not include
any systematic uncertainties from simulating the detector
response and selection. The determined inefficiencies of the
two FASERν scintillators are p1 ¼ ð6þ4

−3Þ × 10−8 and
p2 ¼ ð9þ4

−3Þ × 10−8, showing values close to the expected
performance [27].
We expect that the identified neutrino candidates are

distributed around the ATLAS LOS and do not cluster at a
specific point of origin. We test this by using the extrapo-
lated position to the FASERν scintillator station from the
reconstructed tracks of the neutrinolike events in the signal
category. Figure 3 shows the extrapolated positions and we
observe the expected behavior.
Figure 4 summarizes additional properties of the signal

category events. The CC neutrino interactions produce on
average a larger number of particles than MIP interactions,
which appear in the IFT as charge depositions. The number
of IFT clusters of the signal category is very distinct from
backgroundlike (n2) events and agrees well with the
expectation from GENIE. We also examine the polar angles
θμ of the neutrino candidates and observe distributions
close to the simulated neutrino events and distinctively
different from muon backgrounds. We observe a clear
charge separation in q=pμ for the reconstructed tracks, with

TABLE I. Observed event yields in 35.4 fb−1 of collision data
and their relation to neutrino and background events.

Category Events Expectation

Signal 153 nν þ nb · p1 · p2 þ nhad þ ngeo · fgeo
n10 4 nb · ð1 − p1Þ · p2

n01 6 nb · p1 · ð1 − p2Þ
n2 64 014 695 nb · ð1 − p1Þ · ð1 − p2Þ

FIG. 2. The selected signal region in extrapolated radius rvetoν
and reconstructed track momentum pμ is depicted. The region
with lower momenta and larger radii is dominated by background
events consisting of charged particles that miss the FASERν
scintillator station.

FIG. 3. Extrapolated transverse position of the reconstructed
tracks of neutrinolike events to the FASERν scintillator station.
The ATLAS LOS is indicated with a red marker and shifted
59 mm in the negative y direction from the center of the
scintillator station.
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q denoting the assigned track charge. In total 40 events with
a positively charged track candidate are observed, showing
the presence of antineutrinos in the analyzed dataset. The
reconstructed momentum of the muon produced in a CC νμ
interaction is a good proxy for the incident neutrino energy.
Using the simulated CC neutrino interactions, we estimate
that with our analysis strategy we select neutrino events for
which on average > 80% of the incident neutrino momen-
tum is transferred to the final state muon. This indicates that
a large fraction of the reconstructed neutrino candidates
have energies significantly larger than 200 GeV. A detailed
study of these properties, which accounts for systematic
effects, is left for future work.
Summary.—We report the first direct detection of neu-

trinos produced at a collider experiment using the active
electronic components of the FASER detector. We observe
153þ12

−13 neutrino events from CC interactions from νμ and ν̄μ
taking place in the tungsten-emulsion detector of FASERν.
The spatial distribution and properties of the observed
signal events are consistent with neutrino interactions, and
the chosen analysis strategy does not depend on the quality
of the modeling of detector effects in the simulation. For the
signal events, the reconstructed charge shows the presence
of antineutrinos, and the reconstructed momentum implies
that neutrino candidates have energies significantly above
200 GeV. This result marks the beginning of the field of
collider neutrino physics, opening up a wealth of new
measurements with broad implications across many phys-
ics domains [24].
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Appendix A: Geometric sideband.—Figure 5 depicts
the sideband used to estimate the geometric backgrounds
of the analysis. Background events are required to be
consistent with a muon candidate by having ≤ 8 IFT
clusters and an extrapolated radius rIFT of 90 to 95 mm
with respect to the IFT center. This selection is
dominated by geometric background events that do not
pass the signal selection steps of the analysis. No events
with pμ > 100 GeV are observed. To estimate the
number of events within this momentum range, we
linearly extrapolate the events between 30 and 100 GeV
and find 0.2" 4.1 events, with the error denoting the
statistical error. To account for the rvetoν requirement of
the signal selection, we further apply a requirement of
rvetoν < 120 mm to the sideband events (orange
distribution). No events with pμ > 30 GeV are observed.
We thus use 5.9 as the 3σ upper limit and use this to

FIG. 4. The figures depict the number of reconstructed clusters in the IFT, track polar angle θμ, q=pμ, and the reconstructed
momentum pμ for events in the signal region (black markers) and compare them to the expectation from GENIE (blue) and muon-like
events (gray markers). The muonlike events are from the n2 category, for which both layers of the FASERν scintillator observed a signal,
and show the expected distributions for non-neutrino backgrounds. The blue bands correspond to the statistical error of the simulated
samples and are luminosity scaled for q=pμ and pμ. The other figures are normalized to unity.
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• Analyzed fraction of 1 exposure in 2022 (9.5 fb-1)

• Candidate vertices reconstructed and selected 

from scanning emulsion films (slow)  

▪ Energy (e) from shower multiplicity

▪ Momentum (μ) from multiple scattering RMS


• Backgrounds primarily from neutral hadrons 
produced in muon interactions is surrounding 
rock, NC background also evaluated (small)
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1. Introduction

To date, neutrino interaction cross sections have not been
measured at energies above 300 GeV for ⌫e and between
400 GeV and 6 TeV for ⌫µ. One of the primary physics goals
of FASER (1; 2; 3), the Forward Search Experiment at CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) (4), is the study of high-energy
neutrinos produced in the LHC’s proton-proton (pp) collisions
using the dedicated FASER⌫ detector (5; 6). FASER⌫ is a tung-
sten/emulsion detector that is located in front of the FASER
spectrometer (7). With FASER⌫, charged particle tracks pro-
duced by neutrino interactions in the detector can be recon-
structed with sub-micron precision. This allows us to iden-
tify leptons and measure the energies of electrons and mo-
menta of muons, enabling the identification of electron and
muon charged-current (CC) neutrino interactions and the mea-
surement of neutrino interaction cross sections in the currently
unexplored TeV energy range. In this study, we do not measure
the charge of the outgoing charged leptons; charge conjugation
is implied, and ⌫e/µ represents the sum of both ⌫e/µ and ⌫̄e/µ.

The decays of hadrons originating from LHC pp collisions
produce a large number of neutrinos, which are focused along
the beam collision axis or line of sight (LOS). Neutrinos close
to the LOS are characterised by very high energies up to several
TeV, and they therefore have relatively large interaction cross
sections. Since neutrinos only interact weakly, they are not af-
fected by the 100 m of rock or by the magnetic fields between
the collision point and the detector. These, however, substan-
tially reduce the rate of background particles.

The first evidence for neutrino interaction candidates pro-
duced at the LHC was reported by the FASER Collaboration
in 2021 (8). The first observation of muon neutrinos by means
of the FASER electronic detector components was achieved in
2023 (9). The SND@LHC Collaboration (10; 11) confirmed
this observation in Ref. (12), studying a di↵erent rapidity re-
gion with respect to the LOS. Nevertheless to date no electron
neutrino has ever been directly detected at the LHC.

Neutrinos interact through ⌫e + N ! e� + X (⌫e CC events),
⌫µ + N ! µ� + X (⌫µ CC events), ⌫⌧ + N ! ⌧� + X (⌫⌧ CC
events)1, and ⌫l +N ! ⌫l + X (l = e, µ, ⌧) (neutral-current (NC)
events), where N represents a nucleon in the target, and X repre-
sents interaction products. At FASER, the main background to
neutrino detection arises from neutral hadrons interacting in the
detector. These neutral hadrons are generally lower in energy
than the neutrino signal, and they can therefore be suppressed
with appropriate selections on topological and kinematic vari-
ables related to the reconstructed interaction vertices. The addi-
tional requirement of a high-energy electron or muon signature
further suppresses this background and allows us to distinguish
⌫e and ⌫µ CC interactions.

The current analysis is the first step of a broad physics pro-
gramme on neutrino measurements at the LHC, which will pro-
vide important insights in neutrino and electroweak physics,

?E-mail address: faser-publications@cern.ch
??Corresponding author. E-mail address: ariga@artsci.kyushu-u.ac.jp

1⌫⌧ CC events are not considered in this analysis due to the small number of
expected events in the analyzed sample.

as well as in quantum chromodynamics by probing forward
hadron production and the deep inelastic scattering of high-
energy neutrinos, as detailed in Refs. (13; 14; 15).

2. The FASER⌫ detector and data taking

The FASER⌫ emulsion detector is made of 730 layers of in-
terleaved tungsten plates and emulsion films (16), with a total
target mass of 1.1 tonnes. The tungsten plates are 1.1 mm thick,
and each emulsion film is 0.34 mm thick. The detector is 1.05 m
long and has a transverse area with respect to the neutrino beam
of 25 ⇥ 30 cm2. The detector is aligned with the LOS and
placed in front of the FASER spectrometer, 480 m away from
the pp collision point within the ATLAS experiment (IP1). A
more detailed description of the FASER⌫ detector is provided
in Ref. (7).

FASER⌫ detector, 730 films⌫

Target for this analysis, 291 films

Analyzed volume, 398 films

emulsion film
tungsten plate (1.1 mm)

⌫

emulsion layers (65 µm)

plastic base
(210 µm)

Figure 1: Schematic view of the analysed detector volume (side view). The
FASER⌫ box contains a total of 730 emulsion films and is shown in grey. The
thin green box outlines the reconstructed volume, and neutrino interactions are
searched for within the fiducial volume defined by the blue box.

The analysed dataset was collected between July 26 and
September 13, 2022, corresponding to 9.5 fb�1 of pp collisions
at a centre-of-mass energy of 13.6 TeV. The integrated luminos-
ity is measured by the ATLAS experiment (17; 18; 19) with an
uncertainty of 2.2%. For the analysis presented in this paper,
only 14% of the detector volume, shown in Figure 1, is con-
sidered. In the transverse2 (x-y) plane, a region of 23.4 cm ⇥
9.0 cm is analysed, and in the longitudinal direction, 41.5 cm,
including 31.6 cm of tungsten (291 tungsten plates), is consid-
ered. The corresponding target mass is 128.6 kg. Data from
seven films upstream of the target region are used to check the
absence of charged parent tracks. Data from an additional 100
plates immediately downstream of the target region are used
to measure the energy or the momentum of the particle tracks.
The LOS passes through the centre of the analysed volume in
the horizontal plane and about 2 cm from the bottom of the
analysed volume in the vertical plane.

2A Cartesian coordinate system is used with the z-axis running along the
LOS from the ATLAS collision point to FASER, the y-axis pointing vertically
upwards, and the x-axis pointing horizontally to the centre of the LHC ring.
The angle � is the azimuthal angle in the (x-y) plane, and ✓ is the polar angle
measured from the beam direction.

2

Figure 7: MC simulation distributions of track multiplicity (left) and momen-
tum of the highest momentum track (right) from neutral-hadron interactions
vertices. The observed events in the data sample (except for neutrino candidate
events) are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are normalized to
the number of events observed in the data.

Table 3 shows the selected number of neutral-hadron simu-
lated events when applying the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC selections.

Table 3: The number of MC reconstructed events of neutral-hadron interactions
satisfying the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC event selection. The scaling factor shows the ratio
of the data luminosity to the MC luminosity.

Hadron type KL n ⇤

Events simulated (Eh >200 GeV) 13497 13191 13902
Events selected as ⌫e CC 0 0 0
Events selected as ⌫µ CC 6 11 5
Scaling factor (data/MC) 1/232 1/256 1/423

Hadron type KS n̄ ⇤̄

Events reconstructed (Eh >200 GeV) 7113 5827 5368
Events selected as ⌫e CC 1 0 0
Events selected as ⌫µ CC 3 3 4
Scaling factor (data/MC) 1/436 1/569 1/630

Systematic uncertainties on the neutral-hadron background
estimate are evaluated by varying the incident muon energy dis-
tribution and by varying the physics lists used to model the
neutral-hadron interactions in GEANT4. The incoming muon
energy distribution was scaled up and down by a factor of
1 + E/(3 TeV) to distort the spectrum as a function of muon
energy E, and the e↵ect on the expected neutral-hadron back-
ground was evaluated. In addition, the relative change in the
background was checked using the physics list QGSP BERT (38)
to model the hadron interactions instead of the FTFP BERT
physics list. From these studies, a systematic uncertainty of
100% on the expected background is assigned.

In addition to the neutral-hadron background, there is a con-
tribution to the set of vertices retained by the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC se-
lection from NC neutrino interactions. The background from
NC neutrino interactions is estimated from simulated samples.
None of the simulated NC events passed the ⌫e CC selection,
using a sample equivalent to 150 times the size of the analyzed
dataset. The number of NC events expected in the analysed
dataset after the ⌫µ CC selection is estimated as 0.045+0.004

�0.005
(flux) ±0.003 (cross section) +0.076

�0.024 (others) and 0.008+0.013
�0.004

(flux) ±0.001 (cross section) +0.007
�0.004 (others) for events originat-

ing from light hadrons and charm hadrons, respectively.
The total background estimates are 0.025+0.015

�0.010 and 0.22+0.09
�0.07

for the ⌫e and ⌫µ selections, respectively.

6. ⌫e and ⌫µ candidate events

Four events are selected by the ⌫e selection on data. The
properties of the selected vertices are compared with the expec-
tations from ⌫e CC simulation (Figure 8) and for the properties
of the individual tracks forming the vertices (Figure 9). The
highest reconstructed electron energy from the selected ⌫e CC
candidates is 1.5 TeV. It is therefore the highest-energy ⌫e inter-
action ever detected by accelerator-based experiments.

Eight events are selected by the ⌫µ selection on data. The
properties of these selected vertices are compared with the ex-
pectation from ⌫µ CC simulation (Figure 10) and for the prop-
erties of the individual tracks forming the verticies (Figure 11).
The highest reconstructed muon momentum from the selected
⌫µ CC candidates is 864 GeV, meaning that the ⌫µ sample in-
cludes neutrinos with energy likely above 1 TeV, far higher than
from previous accelerator-based neutrino studies.

In general the simulation describes the data well for both the
⌫e and ⌫µ selections. Example event displays of ⌫e and ⌫µ candi-
dates are shown in Figure 12. As expected, both events exhibit
a back-to-back topology between the lepton candidate and the
other tracks in the vertex.

Figure 8: MC simulation distributions of the track multiplicity (N tracks), lep-
ton angle (tan ✓lep), lepton momentum (plep), and �� for the ⌫e CC signal that
passed the selection criteria. The observed ⌫e CC candidate events in the data
sample are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are normalized to
the number of observed events.

The expected number of neutrino signal events satisfying the
selections are in the range 1.1–3.3 (for ⌫e CC) and 6.5–12.4
(for ⌫µ CC), where the range covers the uncertainties listed in

6

Neutral Hadrons

Neutrino Candidates

Figure 9: MC simulation distributions of track angle (left) and momentum
(right) from vertices of the ⌫e CC signal. The observed ⌫e CC candidate events
in the data sample are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are
normalized to the number of observed tracks.

Figure 10: MC simulation distributions of the track multiplicity (N tracks), lep-
ton angle (tan ✓lep), lepton momentum (plep), and �� for the ⌫µ CC signal that
passed the selection criteria. The observed ⌫µ CC candidate events in the data
sample are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are normalized to
the number of observed events.

Table 2. The observed number of interactions is consistent with
Standard Model predictions.

The statistical significance of the observation of ⌫e and ⌫µ
is estimated by considering the confidence level for excluding
the null hypothesis (background-only). Based on the Probabil-
ity Density Function (PDF) for the background, 1010 pseudo-
experiments were generated. The neutral-hadron background
was generated following separate Poisson distributions for each
neutral hadron species considered, with a Gaussian-distributed
systematic uncertainty of 100% included as discussed in Sec-
tion 5. The background from neutrino NC events was gener-
ated from a Poisson distribution, with systematic uncertainties
included via Gaussian-distributed nuisance parameters (sepa-
rately for the uncertainties from the light hadron (�light hadron)
and charm hadron (�charm hadron) neutrino flux, and the experi-

Figure 11: MC simulation distributions of track angle (left) and momentum
(right) from vertices of the ⌫µ CC signal. The observed ⌫µ CC candidate events
in the data sample are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are
normalized to the number of observed tracks.

mental uncertainties (�syst)).
A random value, N, was calculated following the total back-

ground PDF, and the number of pseudo-experiments with N �
Nobs was counted, where Nobs is the number of observed neu-
trino events. Based on the fraction of cases with N � Nobs,
observed p-values of 8.8 ⇥ 10�8 for ⌫e and 5.7 ⇥ 10�9 are ob-
tained, corresponding to significances of 5.2 � for ⌫e and 5.7 �
for ⌫µ for the exclusion of the null hypothesis. The expected
significance is estimated with pseudo-experiments with the sig-
nal expectation from the baseline flux model to be 3.3 � for ⌫e
and 6.4 � for ⌫µ.

7. ⌫e and ⌫µ cross sections

The number of observed neutrino events can be described as

Nobs =
L ⇢ l

mnucleon

Z
�(E) �(E) "(E) dA dE,

where L is the luminosity, ⇢ is the density of tungsten (19.3
g/cm3), l is the thickness of the tungsten plates, mnucleon is the
mass of the nucleon, �(E) is the cross section, �(E) is the neu-
trino flux at the detector integrated over the transverse area A
and the energy E, and "(E) is the detection e�ciency.

The ⌫e and ⌫µ CC cross sections are measured in a single
energy bin. The ratio between the cross sections evaluated with
the GENIE simulation (�theory) and with the observed data is
defined as a factor ↵ as described by �obs = ↵ ·�theory, assuming
that ↵ is common for neutrino and anti-neutrino interactions.
The energy range for �theory was defined as the energy range
containing 68% of reconstructed neutrinos using the baseline
models, which is 560–1740 GeV and 520–1760 GeV for ⌫e and
⌫µ, respectively.

The PDF of ↵ from a Bayesian method (39) can be calculated
by integrating the product of the likelihood, L, and the prior
probability distribution of the nuisance parameters, ⇡. The like-
lihood, L, is defined using the parameters Nobs, ↵, �light hadron,
�charm hadron, and �syst that were defined in the previous section,
the nuisance parameters for each neutral-hadron background
and its systematic uncertainty, and the nuisance parameters for

7
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Figure 13: The measured cross section per nucleon for ⌫e (left) and ⌫µ (right). The dashed contours labelled “Bodek-Yang” are cross sections predicted by the
Bodek-Yang model, as implemented in GENIE.

per nucleon is measured over an unexplored energy range of
560–1740 GeV for ⌫e and 520–1760 GeV for ⌫µ. In these
energy ranges, the cross sections, �obs/E⌫, are constrained to
be (1.2+0.8

�0.7) ⇥10�38 cm2 GeV�1 for ⌫e and (0.5 ± 0.2) ⇥10�38

cm2 GeV�1 for ⌫µ, both consistent with the cross section pre-
dictions of the Standard Model. These results demonstrate the
capability to study flavour-tagged neutrino interactions at TeV
energies with the FASER⌫ emulsion-based detector at the LHC.
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Obs Exp Bgd Sig

νe 4 1.1-3.3 0.025 ± 0.012 5.2 σ

νμ 8 6.5-12.4 0.22 ± 0.08 5.7 σ

After all vertex selection requirements:

Figure 7: MC simulation distributions of track multiplicity (left) and momen-
tum of the highest momentum track (right) from neutral-hadron interactions
vertices. The observed events in the data sample (except for neutrino candidate
events) are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are normalized to
the number of events observed in the data.

Table 3 shows the selected number of neutral-hadron simu-
lated events when applying the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC selections.

Table 3: The number of MC reconstructed events of neutral-hadron interactions
satisfying the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC event selection. The scaling factor shows the ratio
of the data luminosity to the MC luminosity.

Hadron type KL n ⇤

Events simulated (Eh >200 GeV) 13497 13191 13902
Events selected as ⌫e CC 0 0 0
Events selected as ⌫µ CC 6 11 5
Scaling factor (data/MC) 1/232 1/256 1/423

Hadron type KS n̄ ⇤̄

Events reconstructed (Eh >200 GeV) 7113 5827 5368
Events selected as ⌫e CC 1 0 0
Events selected as ⌫µ CC 3 3 4
Scaling factor (data/MC) 1/436 1/569 1/630

Systematic uncertainties on the neutral-hadron background
estimate are evaluated by varying the incident muon energy dis-
tribution and by varying the physics lists used to model the
neutral-hadron interactions in GEANT4. The incoming muon
energy distribution was scaled up and down by a factor of
1 + E/(3 TeV) to distort the spectrum as a function of muon
energy E, and the e↵ect on the expected neutral-hadron back-
ground was evaluated. In addition, the relative change in the
background was checked using the physics list QGSP BERT (38)
to model the hadron interactions instead of the FTFP BERT
physics list. From these studies, a systematic uncertainty of
100% on the expected background is assigned.

In addition to the neutral-hadron background, there is a con-
tribution to the set of vertices retained by the ⌫e and ⌫µ CC se-
lection from NC neutrino interactions. The background from
NC neutrino interactions is estimated from simulated samples.
None of the simulated NC events passed the ⌫e CC selection,
using a sample equivalent to 150 times the size of the analyzed
dataset. The number of NC events expected in the analysed
dataset after the ⌫µ CC selection is estimated as 0.045+0.004

�0.005
(flux) ±0.003 (cross section) +0.076

�0.024 (others) and 0.008+0.013
�0.004

(flux) ±0.001 (cross section) +0.007
�0.004 (others) for events originat-

ing from light hadrons and charm hadrons, respectively.
The total background estimates are 0.025+0.015

�0.010 and 0.22+0.09
�0.07

for the ⌫e and ⌫µ selections, respectively.

6. ⌫e and ⌫µ candidate events

Four events are selected by the ⌫e selection on data. The
properties of the selected vertices are compared with the expec-
tations from ⌫e CC simulation (Figure 8) and for the properties
of the individual tracks forming the vertices (Figure 9). The
highest reconstructed electron energy from the selected ⌫e CC
candidates is 1.5 TeV. It is therefore the highest-energy ⌫e inter-
action ever detected by accelerator-based experiments.

Eight events are selected by the ⌫µ selection on data. The
properties of these selected vertices are compared with the ex-
pectation from ⌫µ CC simulation (Figure 10) and for the prop-
erties of the individual tracks forming the verticies (Figure 11).
The highest reconstructed muon momentum from the selected
⌫µ CC candidates is 864 GeV, meaning that the ⌫µ sample in-
cludes neutrinos with energy likely above 1 TeV, far higher than
from previous accelerator-based neutrino studies.

In general the simulation describes the data well for both the
⌫e and ⌫µ selections. Example event displays of ⌫e and ⌫µ candi-
dates are shown in Figure 12. As expected, both events exhibit
a back-to-back topology between the lepton candidate and the
other tracks in the vertex.

Figure 8: MC simulation distributions of the track multiplicity (N tracks), lep-
ton angle (tan ✓lep), lepton momentum (plep), and �� for the ⌫e CC signal that
passed the selection criteria. The observed ⌫e CC candidate events in the data
sample are shown in black. The MC simulation distributions are normalized to
the number of observed events.

The expected number of neutrino signal events satisfying the
selections are in the range 1.1–3.3 (for ⌫e CC) and 6.5–12.4
(for ⌫µ CC), where the range covers the uncertainties listed in

6

1.5 TeV!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2403.12520


Figure 12: Event displays of one of the ⌫e CC candidate events (top) and one of the ⌫µ CC candidate events (bottom). In each panel, the right-handed coordinate
axes are shown in the bottom left, with red, green, and blue axes indicating the x (horizontal), y (vertical), and z (beam) directions, respectively. The right panels
show views transverse to the beam direction, and so the blue axes are not visible. The left panels are slightly rotated views, with the blue axes barely visible, to
show the longitudinal development of the event. Yellow line segments show the trajectories of charged particles in the emulsion films. The other coloured lines are
interpolations, with the colours indicating the longitudinal depth in the detector.

the NC background. The prior distribution, ⇡, is flat and as-
sumed to be 1 except for unphysical values of the parameters
where it is 0.

The posterior is obtained with a Markov chain MC with the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (40). The calculation was re-
peated for 2.03 ⇥ 105 steps, where the first 3000 steps are con-
sidered as the initialization stage and are not used for the final
result.

The ↵ parameter is measured to be 2.4+1.8
�1.3 and 0.9+0.5

�0.3 for ⌫e
and ⌫µ, respectively. The energy-independent part of the inter-
action cross sections per nucleon, �obs/E⌫, is measured to be
(1.2+0.8

�0.7) ⇥10�38 cm2 GeV�1 over the energy range of 560–1740
GeV for ⌫e and (0.5 ± 0.2) ⇥10�38 cm2 GeV�1 over the energy
range of 520–1760 GeV for ⌫µ. Figure 13 shows the measured
cross sections, together with those obtained by other experi-
ments: E53 (41), DONuT (42), MINOS (43), NOMAD (44),
T2K (45; 46; 47), ArgoNeut (48; 49), ANL (50), BEBC (51;
52), BNL (53), CDHS (54), CCFR (55), Gargamelle (56; 57),
IHEP (58; 59), NuTeV (60), SciBoone (61), SKAT (62), and
IceCube (63; 64; 65). The measured value of �obs is shown
as the blue curved line for ⌫e and the red curved line for ⌫µ.
The weighted average of the GENIE-predicted cross section is

also shown, assuming the ratio of the incoming neutrino to anti-
neutrino fluxes to be 1.03 for ⌫e and 0.62 for ⌫µ.

8. Conclusions

First results from the search for high-energy electron and
muon neutrino interactions in the FASER⌫ tungsten/emulsion
detector of the FASER experiment have been presented. The
analysis uses a subset of the FASER⌫ volume, corresponding
to a target mass of 128.6 kg, exposed to 9.5 fb�1 of LHC pp
collisions during the summer of 2022. Selections are applied
to retain reconstructed vertices consistent with high-energy ⌫e
and ⌫µ CC interactions, while minimizing the background from
neutral-hadron interactions. Four electron neutrino interaction
candidate events are observed, with an expected background
of 0.025+0.015

�0.010, leading to a statistical significance for the elec-
tron neutrino signal of 5.2 standard deviations. This represents
the first direct observation of electron neutrinos produced at
a particle collider. Eight muon neutrino interaction candidate
events are also found, with an expected background of 0.22+0.09

�0.07,
leading to a statistical significance for the muon neutrino sig-
nal of 5.7 standard deviations. The interaction cross section

8

Ee = 1.5 TeV

Eμ = 360 GeV

http://physics.s.chiba-u.ac.jp/lepp/pika-nu.html

http://physics.s.chiba-u.ac.jp/lepp/pika-nu.html
http://physics.s.chiba-u.ac.jp/lepp/pika-nu.html
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28 March 2024 Figure 22: CAD view of the preshower Upgrade located right after the last tracker station. On
each side plastic scintillators with light guide are represented allowing to give input to the trigger
decision. On top are located the preshower readout boards with the GPIO.
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• FASER Preshower upgrade

▪ 6 layers of high-granularity  

Si pixels with W absorber

▪ Separate photons at ~200 μm

▪ Installed before 2025 (Run3)


• Improve ability to identify 2γ,  
reject ν backgrounds


• FASER approved for Run4

▪ Will record large dataset 

with upgraded FASER 
at HL-LHC

Near Future Plans

26Preshower: CERN-LHCC-2022-006 Run4: CERN-LHCC-2023-009

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2803084/
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2882503
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• FPF is a planned project at  
CERN to build a cavern to  
house experiments at HL-LHC


• Physics Goals similar to  
FASER but much improved 
reach and varied detectors


• Currently Proposed Detectors

▪ FASER2 / FASERnu2

▪ AdvancedSND - off-axis ν

▪ FLArE - LAr TPC for ν

▪ FORMOSA - millicharge det.


• Community

▪ Supported by CERN Physics Beyond Collider group, 

latest PBC Workshop this week

▪ fpf.web.cern.ch, latest meeting Feb: 7th FPF Meeting

Forward Physics Facility

27

https://pbc.web.cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1369776/
https://fpf.web.cern.ch
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1358966/timetable/#20240301
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Construction and access

possible during HL-LHC operation

Dedicated ~65m cavern, 

620m from IP1, on the French side
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FASER2 Baseline detector: Details

4

Magnet:
• Large aperture
• s

• 3m wide X 1m gap
• Superconducting technology
• Magnetic Field : 2-4 Tm
m

• Based on the SAMURAI magnet

Calorimeter:
• Based on dual-readout calorimetery
• Spatial resolution: 1-10 mm
m

Tracker:
• Based on LHCb's SciFi tracker
• SiPM and scintillating fiber design
• Detector resolution: ~ 100 µm
m

FASER2 Spectrometer - 2-4 Tm field, 3m2 aperture

FASER𝜈 and FASER𝜈2
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033

LHC
Run 2

LHC 
Run 3

LHC 
Run 4

𝜈

FASER𝜈

FASER𝝂2FASER𝝂 pilot run FASER𝝂 physics run

First neutrino interaction 
candidates at the LHC

11 kg x 12 fb-1 1.1 tons x 250 fb-1 10-20 tons x 3 ab-1

Now

PBC 
review

LOI TDR Construction Data taking
Commissioning

Precision 𝝂𝝉 measurements
and heavy flavor physics studies
103 − 104 𝜈𝜏 interactionsFASER Collaboration, 

Phys. Rev. D 104, L091101 (2021)

2

CONF note, Aug. 2023, 
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2868284
/files/ConferenceNote.pdf FASERnu2 10-20 tons

11

One detector module (3 TPCs) hung above the cryostat

FORMOSA

Expect to see ~250x rate of millicharged particle detection 
in the forward region compared to the central one (milliQan)

20rows x 20cols x 4layers of bars for detection

Main background: beam muons → veto panels

FORMOSA design
in FPF paper

J.S. Tafoya Vargas 3

FLArE

Chapter 3. Experiments 72

Figure 3.15: Layout of the AdvSND detector.

Figure 3.16: Momentum spectrum of muons in ⌫µ CC interactions in the 7.2 < ⌘ < 8.4 region.

of spectrometer for AdvSND.
After traversing a magnet with field strength B and length `, the track of a charged particle

with momentum p is bent by an angle ✓ =
`

r
=

eB`

p
. The bending angle ✓ is determined by two

tracking planes that are located before the magnet and separated by the lever arm a, which measure
the track coordinates x1 and x2, and two tracking planes that are located behind the magnet and
also separated by the lever arm a, measuring the track coordinates x3 and x4. From the track
coordinates the bending angle is determined to be

✓ =
x4 � x3

a
�

x2 � x1

a
. (3.1)

AdvSND

Not to scale…
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FASER2 Baseline detector: Details
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Figure 3.15: Layout of the AdvSND detector.

Figure 3.16: Momentum spectrum of muons in ⌫µ CC interactions in the 7.2 < ⌘ < 8.4 region.

of spectrometer for AdvSND.
After traversing a magnet with field strength B and length `, the track of a charged particle

with momentum p is bent by an angle ✓ =
`

r
=

eB`

p
. The bending angle ✓ is determined by two

tracking planes that are located before the magnet and separated by the lever arm a, which measure
the track coordinates x1 and x2, and two tracking planes that are located behind the magnet and
also separated by the lever arm a, measuring the track coordinates x3 and x4. From the track
coordinates the bending angle is determined to be
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AdvSND

Not to scale…

Orders of Magnitude improvement

•   x10 in integrated luminosity @ HL-LHC

•   x10 in target mass (neutrinos)

•   x 1000 in decay volume (searches)


Short-baseline neutrino facility at TeV energy

Expect to detect 1000 neutrinos per day!
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Neutrino flux as a function of energy for e neutrinos (left), µ neutrinos (middle), and t neutrinos (right),
with expected precision of FPF measurements (statistical uncertainties only)

Feng et al, J.Phys.G50:030501,2023

Can investigate many interesting BSM neutrino signatures too …

Chapter 3. Experiments 59

Figure 3.1: Projected discovery sensitivities for various FASER2 scenarios in the dark photon (left)
and dark Higgs boson (right) models.

system will be scintillator-based, similar to FASER. The significantly increased area of the active
volume makes it impractical to use silicon tracker technology. A SiPM and scintillating fibre tracker
technology, such as LHCb’s SciFi detector [74], is a strong candidate to replace the ATLAS SCT
modules used in FASER. In addition, Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) technology, similar to that
used in the ATLAS New Small Wheel [75], is also being considered, although this option requires
the use of gases in the LHC tunnel that could be problematic for the UJ12 alcoves scenario.

For the magnets, superconducting technology would be required to maintain su�cient field
strength across the much larger aperture. Suitable technology for this already exists and can be built
for FASER2. There are several possibilities for the cooling of such magnets; the use of cryocoolers
and the possibility to share a single cryostat across several magnets are being considered. The
calorimeter needs to have su�cient spatial resolution to be able to identify particles at ⇠ 1�10 mm
separation; good energy resolution; improved longitudinal separation with respect to FASER; and
the capability to perform particle identification, separating, for example, electron and pions. Dual
readout calorimetry [76,77] is a good candidate to satisfy all these requirements. Finally, the ability
to identify separately electrons and muons would be very important for signal characterisation,
background suppression, and for the interface with FASER⌫2 (see Sec. 3.2) and other detectors.
To achieve this, a mass of iron will be placed after the calorimeter, with su�cient depth to absorb
pions and other hadrons, followed by a detector for muon identification.

3.1.3 Magnet and Tracker Requirements

The FASER2 design requirements that must be defined with highest priority are the needs of the
spectrometer, both in terms of the magnetic field strength and the tracker resolution. Studies are
underway to investigate the characteristic particle separations, starting with dark photons that
decay to e+e� pairs. Fig. 3.3 shows a schematic of the Geant4 [52] simulations for the Alcoves and
New Cavern scenarios. In each case, tracker station positions are indicated by vertical dashed lines.

In Fig. 3.4 (left), the solid contours show the distribution of transverse spatial separation be-
tween the e+ and e� tracks resulting from a 100 MeV dark photon decaying to e+e� pairs in a 1 T
magnetic field. With this magnetic field strength, the track separations are approximately 5 mm
at Station 1 and 20 mm at Station 3 (and at the calorimeter). These lengths determine the spatial
resolutions that would be needed to reliably identify separate decay products.

 FPF Snowmass report: arXiv:2203.05090

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090
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• CERN is very serious about FPF

▪ Conceptual design ongoing


• Construction doesn’t interfere with 
HL-LHC operations


• Cavern could be ready for 
experiments by 2031 (mid-Run4)

CERN FPF Design Study

32

Outline

➢ Proposed Design

➢ Site Investigation Works

➢ Cost and schedule updates

➢ Next steps

2

Forward Physics Facility
Site Investigation Works

7

➢ Drilling machine in place

➢ Works started

➢ Core samples

Proposed Civil Engineering Schedule

9

NB Very early stage estimate for schedule
Design must be frozen before technical design can begin
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• FPF Snowmass report: arXiv:2203.05090

▪ ~200 authors, > 400 pages, 18 working groups


• P5 report did not recommend FPF per-se, but…

   # Can be considered as part of ASTAE (small expt program) 
      with reduced scope


• Most expensive detector is FLArE

▪ Investigating cheaper options, could be built by non-U.S.


• We believe small experiments are important

▪ Need discussion with US agencies, ASTAE does not exist yet

FPF & P5
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DRAFT Report of the 2023 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel
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Figure 2  –  Construction in Various Budget Scenarios
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Particle physics studies the smallest constituents of our vast and complex universe. At such 
small scales, the fundamental principles of quantum physics prevail. Remarkably, the entire 
observable universe, now billions of light years across, was once so small as to be quantum 
in nature. This quantum history of the universe is imprinted on its large-scale structure.

The recommended program describes particle physics in three science themes. Within 
each of these themes we identify two focus areas, or science drivers, that represent the 
most promising avenues of investigation for the next 10 to 20 years.

Decipher  
the  
Quantum  
Realm

Elucidate the Mysteries  
of Neutrinos

Reveal the Secrets of  
the Higgs Boson

Explore  
New  
Paradigms  
in Physics

Search for Direct Evidence  
of New Particles

Pursue Quantum Imprints  
of New Phenomena

Illuminate  
the  
Hidden  
Universe

Determine the Nature  
of Dark Matter

Understand What Drives  
Cosmic Evolution

Pathways to Innovation  
and Discovery  
in Particle Physics
Draft

Exploring
the
Quantum
Universe

Past successes in particle physics have revolutionized our understanding of the universe 
and prompted new sets of questions. Collectively, these questions have spurred the con-
struction of state-of-the-art facilities, from particle accelerators to telescopes, that will illumi-
nate the profound connections between the very small and the very large. Recent investments 
in the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) at CERN, the Deep Underground 
Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), and the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (Rubin) have positioned 
the US to continue its leadership in particle physics. Working with our international partners, 
we stand on the threshold of harnessing the full potential of these facilities.

DRAFT Report of the 2023 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel 2023p5report.org

Draft

P5 Report

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090
https://www.usparticlephysics.org/2023-p5-report/


28 March 2024

• FPF Snowmass report: arXiv:2203.05090

▪ ~200 authors, > 400 pages, 18 working groups


• P5 report did not recommend FPF per-se, but…

   # Can be considered as part of ASTAE (small expt program) 
      with reduced scope


• Most expensive detector is FLArE

▪ Investigating cheaper options, could be built by non-U.S.


• We believe small experiments are important

▪ Need discussion with US agencies, ASTAE does not exist yet

FPF & P5
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Particle physics studies the smallest constituents of our vast and complex universe. At such 
small scales, the fundamental principles of quantum physics prevail. Remarkably, the entire 
observable universe, now billions of light years across, was once so small as to be quantum 
in nature. This quantum history of the universe is imprinted on its large-scale structure.

The recommended program describes particle physics in three science themes. Within 
each of these themes we identify two focus areas, or science drivers, that represent the 
most promising avenues of investigation for the next 10 to 20 years.
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Quantum
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Past successes in particle physics have revolutionized our understanding of the universe 
and prompted new sets of questions. Collectively, these questions have spurred the con-
struction of state-of-the-art facilities, from particle accelerators to telescopes, that will illumi-
nate the profound connections between the very small and the very large. Recent investments 
in the High-Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) at CERN, the Deep Underground 
Neutrino Experiment (DUNE), and the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (Rubin) have positioned 
the US to continue its leadership in particle physics. Working with our international partners, 
we stand on the threshold of harnessing the full potential of these facilities.

DRAFT Report of the 2023 Particle Physics Project Prioritization Panel 2023p5report.org

Draft
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advanced tracking and vertexing capabilities along with real-time data processing. Its 
upgrade for HL-LHC will allow for significant increase in instantaneous luminosity and 
sensitivity to the hidden sectors (Recommendation 3c).

5.1.3 –  New Initiative: A Portfolio of Agile Projects to Search  
for Direct Evidence of New Particles 

Another strategy to look for long-lived particles at colliders is to construct auxiliary ex-
periments that are placed far away from the primary collision points. Proposed auxiliary 
experiments like CODEX-b and MATHUSLA can extend the sensitivity to BSM particle 
lifetimes in Higgs decays by several orders of magnitude. Experiments at the proposed 
Forward Physics Facility at CERN like FASER2 and FORMOSA would be sensitive to 
the hidden sectors through the Vector and Heavy Neutral Lepton portals. At Fermilab, 
PIP-II is expected to make many more protons than needed for DUNE, and we anticipate 
proposals for experiments using the excess protons. These experiments should compete 
in the portfolio for agile projects (see Recommendation 3a and Section 6.2).

 

5.1.4 – Major Initiative: Higgs Factory
 

Beyond HL-LHC, an electron-positron Higgs factory (Recommendation 2c) will provide 
a very large sample of Higgs bosons with small backgrounds, as well as unique access 
to exotic Higgs decays, which a hadron collider may find challenging to identify. Such a 
machine will provide access to new direct production processes below the Higgs mass 
and will have indirect sensitivity to higher energy scales, as described in Section 5.2. Re-
sults from searches related to extended Higgs sectors are expected to improve upon the 
HL-LHC results by an order of magnitude, covering a wide range of plausible parameter 
space where a strong electroweak phase transition enabling baryogenesis is allowed. 
Accumulation of large luminosities will enable the exploration of uncharted territories in 
direct searches for feebly coupled light states, such as heavy neutral leptons and axion-like 
particles. Since it will also produce very large numbers of Z bosons, new particles will 
also be searched for in Z-boson decays.

5.1.5 – 20-Year Vision & Future Opportunities
 

The program described in this section consists of a combination of large and small proj-
ects and holds great promise for discovery. By the end of this 20-year period we will 
have ultimate LHC results from the general purpose experiments and a constellation of 
agile auxiliary experiments. We will also be in the final stages of construction of a Higgs 
factory, and will have made progress on the high-field magnets, multi-MW proton driver, 
wakefield accelerator technology, and muon cooling, including operation of several tech-
nology tests and demonstrators (see Secs 6.4 & 6.5). All of this progress will enable us 
to move forward with a 10 TeV pCM collider.

5: Explore New Paradigms in Physics 69

FPF experiments aim to be part of this future!

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.05090
https://www.usparticlephysics.org/2023-p5-report/
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FASER Collaboration
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The FASER Collaboration has 96 members from  
26 institutes in 10 countries

http://faser.web.cern.ch/

http://faser.web.cern.ch/
http://faser.web.cern.ch/


28 March 2024

FASER Funding

36

The FASER Collaboration gratefully acknowledges our  
funding agencies for their support:

Along with the tremendous  
institutional support from
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• FASER was installed in time for Run3 


• First results on LLP (dark photons, ALPs)


• First cross-section measurement for νe and νμ


• More physics to come in Run3, including upgrades


• FASER will continue into Run4, pathfinder for future 
small forward-physics experiments

Conclusions

37

Believe future is bright with CERN support of FPF

Opportunities for new people to get involved!
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Backup



Detector Paper: arXiv: 2207.11427

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2207.11427.pdf
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LHC Schedule

40



6 May 2020

TDAQ System
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Extremely simplified TDAQ system

40

Trigger Logic Board
Custom GPIO

CAEN digitizerTracker Readout Board
Custom GPIO

Calorimeter ScintillatorsTracker

LHC clock & 
orbit

Trigger accept

Data

Ethernet switchDetector Control 
System

Ethernet switchDetector Control 
System PC

Data acquisition 
software

Data storage           
Ethernet

Fiber
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FASER Trigger Rates

42



6 May 2020

• Need to identify nearby, pair-produced tracks 

• 4 tracking planes in 4 stations (12 planes in total)

• Use 96 spare ATLAS SCT modules, 8 per layer


▪ 80 µm pitch, 40 mRad stereo angle, 24 cm x 24 cm area

▪ 17 µm precision in bending (vertical) plane

Tracker Design

43

Single 

Layer

Thanks  
ATLAS!
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Preshower Detector
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Tracking spectrometer stations

Electromagnetic 
Calorimeter

Trigger / pre-shower 
scintillator system

Trigger / timing 
scintillator station

Scintillator 
veto system

To ATLAS IP

Magnets

FASERn emulsion 
detector

��

��
��

Interface 
Tracker (IFT)

Decay volume

Front Scintillator 
veto system

• Layers of scintillator, tungsten, and 
porous graphite

• Provides shower depth information
• Useful for identifying particles

Test-Beam
Pions (200 GeV)
Muons (150 GeV)
Electrons (200 GeV)

Pre-shower Layer_2 / Layer_1 17

Preshower



25 May 2021

• Produced in meson decays, e.g.:


• Other production modes possible


• Long decay length, large boost in forward direction

Dark Photon Properties
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Dark Photon Limit
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25 May 2021

• Produced from photons scattering off TAN

• Observe di-photon final state

Axion-Like Particles

48

Another example: Axion-like particles (ALPs) 

16

~340 m

• Photons from IP travel ~ 100 m, collide with neutral particle absorber (TAN) and create ALPs

TAN

�
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�
<latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit>�

<latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit>

�⇤
<latexit sha1_base64="JIX1z5ZUoD1OcZId9FyMpmFekaA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIX1z5ZUoD1OcZId9FyMpmFekaA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIX1z5ZUoD1OcZId9FyMpmFekaA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JIX1z5ZUoD1OcZId9FyMpmFekaA=">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</latexit>

NN�
<latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="zhdTqOj/oekiOpmGDA34fUV5ii8=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsaLYk2lpjIRwIXMrfswYbdu3N3z4Rc+BM2Fhpj69+x89+4wBUKvmSSl/dmMjMvSATXxnW/ncLG5tb2TnG3tLd/cHhUPj5p6zhVlLVoLGLVDVAzwSPWMtwI1k0UQxkI1gkmt3O/88SU5nH0YKYJ8yWOIh5yisZK3Wp/hFJidVCuuDV3AbJOvJxUIEdzUP7qD2OaShYZKlDrnucmxs9QGU4Fm5X6qWYJ0gmOWM/SCCXTfra4d0YurDIkYaxsRYYs1N8TGUqtpzKwnRLNWK96c/E/r5ea8NrPeJSkhkV0uShMBTExmT9PhlwxasTUEqSK21sJHaNCamxEJRuCt/ryOmnXa55b8+7rlcZNHkcRzuAcLsGDK2jAHTShBRQEPMMrvDmPzovz7nwsWwtOPnMKf+B8/gBAs49v</latexit>
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• Very challenging signature, esp. to 
distinguish the two close-by photons. 
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~ 5 m

N.B.: FASER uses only lumi
information from ATLAS!
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ALPs limits
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(the luminosity expected to be delivered by the LHC in 2024) and 3 ab�1 (the expected luminosity
from the HL-LHC). The results are shown for two cases: i) an ideal detector with 100% identification
e�ciency for photon-pairs across the whole energy and separation range (red and blue lines); ii)220

the realistic scenario in which the e�ciencies of the preshower detector from the reconstruction
algorithm described above are applied, with di�erent scenarios of minimal separation between the
photons (black curves). Figure 5 shows clearly that the preshower detector we propose will allow
FASER to significantly extend the sensitivity reach of past experiments already with the 90 fb�1 to
be delivered by the LHC in 2024.225

Figure 5: Sensitivity reach of the FASER W-Si preshower in the ALP parameter space. The blue and red
lines show the reach for an ideal detector with 100% photon-pair reconstruction e�ciency for the Run-3
(90 fb�1) and HL-LHC (3 ab�1) expected integrated luminosities for 14 TeV collision energy. The black
lines show the sensitivity reach for 90 fb�1 of data including simulated e�ciencies for photon-pairs with
⇢W > 200 GeV and various values of XWW . The grey-shaded regions represents the parameter space currently
excluded by experiment [10][6].

The sensitivity reach is calculated for the acceptance of the proposed new FASER preshower.
The preshower will cover an area of 175 ⇥ 134 mm2, which corresponds approximately to 74% of
the total FASER acceptance (a 10 cm-radius circle determined by the magnet aperture).

As well as allowing a robust ALP! WW search, the updated detector could also improve the
search for dark-photons (�0

! 4+4�) or similar final states. Here the upgraded preshower allows230

more measurements of charged particles at the back of the detector, compared to the existing back
tracking station, and with better position resolution. This could allow to separate very closely
spaced tracks, which can not be separated with the current detector, and may allow to increase
the length of the decay volume, to include the second magnet, increasing the acceptance by 70%.
It will also make the detector more robust to possible ine�ciencies in the back tracking station235

– 9 –

Ideal detector

HL-LHC

Realistic analysis

Run3 - 2025
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Emulsion Processing
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Neutrino Energy
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dE/E ~ 25% at 200 GeV, up to 40% at higher E
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Neutrino Momentum
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dE/E ~ 30% at 200 GeV, up to 50% at higher p

Multiple Coulomb Scattering

15 34. Passage of Particles Through Matter

the projected angular distribution, with an rms width given by Lynch & Dahl [40]:
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(34.16)

Here p, —c, and z are the momentum, velocity, and charge number of the incident particle, and
x/X0 is the thickness of the scattering medium in radiation lengths (defined below). This takes into
account the p and z dependence quite well at small Z, but for large Z and small x the —-dependence
is not well represented. Further improvements are discussed in Ref. [40].

Eq. (34.16) describes scattering from a single material, while the usual problem involves the
multiple scattering of a particle traversing many di�erent layers and mixtures. Since it is from a fit
to a Molière distribution, it is incorrect to add the individual ◊0 contributions in quadrature; the
result is systematically too small. It is much more accurate to apply Eq. (34.16) once, after finding
x and X0 for the combined scatterer.

x

splane
yplane

Ψplane

θplane

x /2

Figure 34.10: Quantities used to describe multiple Coulomb scattering. The particle is incident in
the plane of the figure.

The nonprojected (space) and projected (plane) angular distributions are given approximately
by [34]
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where ◊ is the deflection angle. In this approximation, ◊2
space ¥ (◊2

plane,x + ◊2
plane,y), where the x

and y axes are orthogonal to the direction of motion, and dœ ¥ d◊plane,x d◊plane,y. Deflections into
◊plane,x and ◊plane,y are independent and identically distributed. Fig. 34.10 shows these and other
quantities sometimes used to describe multiple Coulomb scattering. They are
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Neutrino flux as a function of energy for e neutrinos (left), µ neutrinos (middle), and t neutrinos (right),
with expected precision of FPF measurements (statistical uncertainties only)

Feng et al, J.Phys.G50:030501,2023

Can investigate many interesting BSM neutrino signatures too …

Chapter 3. Experiments 59

Figure 3.1: Projected discovery sensitivities for various FASER2 scenarios in the dark photon (left)
and dark Higgs boson (right) models.

system will be scintillator-based, similar to FASER. The significantly increased area of the active
volume makes it impractical to use silicon tracker technology. A SiPM and scintillating fibre tracker
technology, such as LHCb’s SciFi detector [74], is a strong candidate to replace the ATLAS SCT
modules used in FASER. In addition, Monitored Drift Tube (MDT) technology, similar to that
used in the ATLAS New Small Wheel [75], is also being considered, although this option requires
the use of gases in the LHC tunnel that could be problematic for the UJ12 alcoves scenario.

For the magnets, superconducting technology would be required to maintain su�cient field
strength across the much larger aperture. Suitable technology for this already exists and can be built
for FASER2. There are several possibilities for the cooling of such magnets; the use of cryocoolers
and the possibility to share a single cryostat across several magnets are being considered. The
calorimeter needs to have su�cient spatial resolution to be able to identify particles at ⇠ 1�10 mm
separation; good energy resolution; improved longitudinal separation with respect to FASER; and
the capability to perform particle identification, separating, for example, electron and pions. Dual
readout calorimetry [76,77] is a good candidate to satisfy all these requirements. Finally, the ability
to identify separately electrons and muons would be very important for signal characterisation,
background suppression, and for the interface with FASER⌫2 (see Sec. 3.2) and other detectors.
To achieve this, a mass of iron will be placed after the calorimeter, with su�cient depth to absorb
pions and other hadrons, followed by a detector for muon identification.

3.1.3 Magnet and Tracker Requirements

The FASER2 design requirements that must be defined with highest priority are the needs of the
spectrometer, both in terms of the magnetic field strength and the tracker resolution. Studies are
underway to investigate the characteristic particle separations, starting with dark photons that
decay to e+e� pairs. Fig. 3.3 shows a schematic of the Geant4 [52] simulations for the Alcoves and
New Cavern scenarios. In each case, tracker station positions are indicated by vertical dashed lines.

In Fig. 3.4 (left), the solid contours show the distribution of transverse spatial separation be-
tween the e+ and e� tracks resulting from a 100 MeV dark photon decaying to e+e� pairs in a 1 T
magnetic field. With this magnetic field strength, the track separations are approximately 5 mm
at Station 1 and 20 mm at Station 3 (and at the calorimeter). These lengths determine the spatial
resolutions that would be needed to reliably identify separate decay products.
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Numbers from: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.05090.pdf
Numbers from 2 generators shown (SIBYLL / DPMJET), typically span the range of other generators.

Huge increase in number of neutrinos detected with FPF.
Enables broad physics programme.

FPF Neutrino Statistics
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- FPF studied in context of PBC for last 3 years
- Strong physics case built up covering searches for new particles, and physics with high energy neutrinos
- New facility allows x10 bigger neutrino detectors, allowing detection of 105  !!, 106  !", 104 !# at highest energies

- Ultimate exploitation of LHC neutrino beam
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Forward Physics Facility


